Roll-Off Camera System

Camera makes it more efficient for drivers to quickly and accurately load and unload roll-off containers. Features Include: Low-profile, heavy gauge, powder coated steel housing, threaded body design that allows camera to be surface-mounted virtually anywhere on the vehicle, blends perfectly into chassis design. Camera available in B/W or color, 130 degrees panoramic view.

Video System: NTSC
Weight: 4 oz.
Dimensions: 2-3/8" x 3/16" Diameter

Voyager® VCCYL35 - color cylinder camera
Also available in high performance model (VCCYL35HP).

LCD MONITOR

Features Include: 7" Heavy Duty color LCD monitor, built-in speaker, 12V triggers, 16:9 widescreen format, slim-line profile, NTSC/PAL compatible, backlit color/contrast brightness controls (for nighttime use), weather resistant housing, flexible mounting options.

Voyager® AOM703 - three camera inputs
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